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SECTION 1 - GENERAL
1.1

Thia specitication covers the installation and
maintenance requirements for panel link district finder and sender selector elevator apparatus (No. 12 type llllll.tiple brushes, :t{o. 9
type brush rods, No. 2 typecompensators and
No. 1-A guides). Onles41 otherwise apecitied
herein or in the •circuit Requir.ement-Taoles•
the requirements covered by this specification
apply to all apparatus mentioned above.

1.2 Section 2 of this specitication covers the re-

elated tip and ring terminals or the same circuit group ot terminals by which the brush ls
to be set are correctly alisned hori~ontally
and vertically with respect to the other termi•
nals in the bank.
1.8 Th• following is a list of the tools and gauge•
specified ln Section 2 and Section 3 for use
in testing and readjusting the multiple bPushes.brush rods, compensators and guides.

quirements for the inspection of mechanical adjust.ments which shall be used to determine
whether the multiple- brush, brush rod, compensator or guide, is in proper condition for delivery to the customer and for service. These
are called •Test Reqplr!Plenta• and are listed
on Sheets 1 and 2 attached hereto.

1.3

1.4

1:2.W
Description

c94e No•

Section 3 of this specltlcation covers the m••
chan1cal requirements which must be met in readjusting a multiple brush, brush rod, compensator or guide, which fails to meet the test
requlr.-ent11. These are called •RgdJust Requirement.a• and ar.elisted on Sheets l and 2
attached hereto. In addition to th• read,just
requirements, Section 3 alao glvea the approved
maintenance methods ot meeting these requirelllents.
The tensional and dimensional requirements set
up in this specification should be met unless
otherwise specU'ied, regardless of the method
of test or adjustment employed• Facilities
for meeting these requirements are provided in
the form of standard tools and gauges. However;
lf it is found by experience that certain requirements can be 11et. satisfactorily by •feel•
or by •eye•, these methods may be employed.
It is suggested that checking with tools and
gauges be made oft.en enoush to insure that
proper test and adjuatment requirements are being met. Furthermore, where requirements are
close, lt would be advisable to use tools and
gauges to obtain adjustments.

38-B

Lamp Socket with No.
802 cord

206

Screw-driver 30 degree
ofrsei

207

scre••dr1ver 90 degree
Off set

220

Wrench 3/16• Hex. Socket (Part or tool 221)

328

1-A Guide Adjuster

329

l•.A. Guide Holder

331

Spring Adjuster

376-A (or the
replaced R-1623)

Dental Mirror

XS-2631

Screw-driver - 4-1/2•

KS-2632

.Reading:Glass

R-55760

Brush Spring Adjuster

R-58442

•t• Handled Screwdrl ver for Mounting
Clutches

1.5 Tools KS-2632 (Reading Glass) and 376-A (Dental Mirror) uy be used in connection with the
visual inspections specified on attached
Sheets 1 and 2 and corr..pondins adjusting procedures.

Bell System Cabinet
Screw-driver - 3-1/2•

1.6 Whenever it is tound necessary to check for,
or readjust to meet any of the requirements in
this s~eciflcatlon, the make-busy plug should
be insert.ed into the make-busy jack associated
with the associated sender selector and district finder.

Orange Stick

Bell System P-Long Nose
Pliers - 6-1/2•
Knife
Gauges

1.7 A visual inspection shall be made before checking or readjusting any multiple brush to insure. that the reference terminal and the asso-

68

70-0-70 Gram Gauge

86

,005• and .008• Doubleend Right Angle Otfset
Thickness Ge.uge

SECTION 2 - TJST RIQYlRJJIENTS
2.01

Unless otherwise specified, any multiple brush,
brush rod 1 compensator or guid-e 1 cf the types
covered by this specification when used on

panel link district finder and sender selectcr
frames, shall meet the teat requirements
given on Sheets 1 and 2, attached hereto.

SECTION 3 - REAPJUST REQUIREMENT§
3.0
3.01

General
Multiple brushes 1 brush rods, compensators
~
and guides, used on panel link district
finder and sender selector frames should b
readjusted in accordance- with the followln
methods to meet the readjuat requirements

specified on Sheets l and 2, attached hereto.
3.02

Where two or more requirements are covered
by one set of methods the requirement headings. in this section will be connected together with a bracket. The readjustments
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tor meeting these requirements are more or
less int•rdependent and in making readjustments to meet 8ZlY one requirement consideration should be given to the others.
3.1

Raqj Tffgue pgsitipn
Sheet·1
K-1

{See Requirement 2.l on

3.3

11-5

It a bind sufficient to prevent the brush
rod from meeting this requirement occurs
at or near 'I.he top of the brush rod travel, the cause may be a misaligned clutch;
or, on sender selectors, a binding l-A
guide. To determine the true cause, uncouple the rack and raise the brush rod
as high as it will go. If the bind is
still present, it may be caused by the
No. 1-A guide and the guide should be inspected and when fowid out of adjustment,
corrected as specified in paragraph 3.4.
If the bind baa diaappeared, it may have
~een caused by a misallSJMtd clutch or a
bowed brush rod. A visual cheek will generally serve to determine whether the
clutch or the rod is at fault.

M•6

If the clutch is out of alignment loosen
the mounting screw at the bottom of the
clutch with the R-58442 screw-driver and
swing the bottom of the clutch in the
proper direotion necessary to bring the
coupling pin on the rack into line with
the hole in the brush rod. Make sure
that the clutch.meets all the requiremen~s for alignment specified in the specification covering the U1stallation and
maintenance requirements for Nos. l,· 2, 3,
t, 5 and 6 type clutches. and then secure17 retighten ~· mounting screw. The commutator brush and all the multiple brushes on thw rod must now be rechecked for
height, as the adjuatment for al1gnmen~
may have changed the position or the
clutch.

14-7

If the brush rod binds only in spots
throughout its travel, the binding may be
caused by interference between the bearings, and bwnps or spots of paint or
shellac on the brush rod.
Stop the rod
on one of the binding spots and check
each bearing, in turn, for play in a
straight tr~nt to rear direction by grasping the rod in the fingers directly below the bearing plate and moving it backwards and forwards. It the bearing does
not show a perceptible play, examine the
rod carefully to determine the cause of
the bind. Spots of paint or shellac may
be removed by scraping the~od with the
blunt edge of a knife taking care not to
nick the rod.

M-8

A uniform bin~ throughout the travel of
the brush rod is probably caused by excessive multiple brush or commutator
brush spring tension. Check th' tensions
of the multiple brush springs and the
conunutator brush springs and where they
are found· to be excessive or close to the
maximum requirements reduce them slightly.
Try to apportion the adjustment so as to
set each spring approximately at its mean
requirements rather than to reduce any
one spring to its minimum requirements.
Refer to paragraph 3.7 and to the •x•
specification covering the installation
and maintenance requirements for co111111utator brushes when it is necessary to make
the above check or adjustment.

If the rack,tongue does not ass\lllle its
correct position in th• brush rod. it is
either distorted or the brush rod is twi~
ed. It the rack tongue is distorted
straighten it with a pair of long-nose
pliers. If the brush rod is twisted.
loosen the multiple brushes and the com...
mutator brush with a No. 220 socketwrench
and turn the rod to its correct position;
then relocate the multiple and co1D111utator
brushes in a.ccordance with the require~
ments for this apparatus specified herein
or in the •x• specification covering commutator brushes.

3.2 Rack Cpupl4pg rip lpgag!JD!nt
2.2 on Sheet i

(See Requirement.

K-1

With the bruab rod coupled to the rack,
raise the rod away from the rack as tar
as permitted by the play of the rack
tongue in its slot, and notice that the
rod drops back against the shoulder of
the rack due to its own weight plus the
weight of the associated compensator when
released.

M-2

If the rod appears to bind on the rack
coupling pin, that ia, it the rod does
not ret\lrn to the shoulder of the rack
when raised and released as specified in
K-1 above, tirst make certain that this
is not caused by a binding or bowed brush
rod. (See paragraph 3.3.) If the brush
rod is not binding or bowed uncouple the
rack and examine the coupling pin to see
that it is not bent; also see that there
•re no short bends in the lower end of the
brush rod. Check to see that there are
no burrs or dirt in the hole in the brush
rod, and that the hole is large enough to
permit the rack coupling,pin to enter
freely.

!

V•4 Lower the brush rod slowly and evenly.
The brush rod should rollow the movement
of the finger without sticking or binding
during its entire travel.

Etetd~m

'!LtmfDf

of
of Brush Rod (See Requiremen
.! on ee
)
M-1 Check to see that there is no interference caused by the conunutator brush local
cable form coming in contact with a commutator or the form snagging on an adjacent brush frame.
11-2

To check for freedom of movement or a
brush rod, fi~st raise the brush rod to
its highest position; on sender selectors
• this will be determined by the point
where the up st.op touches the bearing
clamp screw; on district finders where
the up stop collar touches the bearing
plate. Care should be •xercised when
raising a brush rod Which has a tendency
to bind. Do not force the rod upward,
but first check to see whether or not the
bind can be corrected as covered in the
following methods. Failure to observe
this warning may result in injury to the
multiple brushes or the brush rod.

U-3

Hold back the pawl of the associated
clutch wi:l;h an orange stick, at the same
time placing a finger under the compensator so as to support the brush rod in its
descent.

11-9 Such binds as are caused by kinks and
bends in the brush rod will also be noticed as occurring only in certain spots
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3.4

dilring the travel of the rod. If there
3.5 Brush Rod Bearing Gap (See Requirement 2.5 on
is front to rear play in every bearing,
Sheet l)
and if there is no bind due to heavy
brush tension, interference with the No.
M-1 In order to.insure that the bearing is
1-A guide or a misaligned clutch, examine
not binding on the rod, there should be a
the rod carefully to ascertain whether it
perceptible movement of the rod at each
is straight throughout its entire length.
bearing. To. che.ck for this, grasp the
If kinks or bends are located, straighten
rod in the fingers directly below the
the rod by grasping it in the flngers
bearing and move it first from side ~o
above and below the bent portion and bowside and then from front to rear. By so
ing the rod in a direction to correct the
doing, the play, if present, can be debend. Be careful to leave the rod straight
tected.
and not to produce any kinks in it.
11-2 Bearings open more than .oos• should be
After straightening the rod check for· reclosed by tapping the bearing half into
quirements 2.8 (Brush Intrusion), 2.10
the correct. position with the 3-1/2• cab(Vertical Location of Sleeve Springs of
Upper Brush on District Finder and Sender
inet screw-driver. The bearing halves
Selector Brush Rods) and 2.11 (Vertical
should always be dressed to the left and
Location of Sleeve Springs of Lower Brush
to the rear. Do not pry against the adon District Finder and Sender Selector
jacent bearing. A light held just below
Brush Rods and Tip and Ring Springs of
the bearing locating plate will be found
All Brushes). If the fault cannot be disof considerable help in checking for open
covered in any other way, remove one pair
bearings.
of bearings at a time and replace them.
With a bearing removed in this manner,
M-3 Before separating the halves of a bearing.
that part of tne rod that i"s bowed will
make sure that the bind is not caused by
be plainly shown by its position with rethe misalignment of the bearing halves.
spect to the bearing supporting plate.
(See M-1.) This is generally due to the
front and rear displacement o!" one-half
M-10 To insure that a brush rod does not bind
of the bearing with respect to the other
in a bearing see that the bearings meet
half. This may be corrected by lightly
requirement 2.5 (Brush Rod Bearing Gap).
tapping the bearing halves with the screwdriver handle.
1-A Quide Location (Sender Selectors Qnly)
I
See Requirement 2.4 on Sheet 1)
~.6 §tud Gap
(See Requirement 2.6. on Sheet l)
1

M-1

To adjust a brush rod guide which binds
against the guide rod in the ascent or
descent of the rod, bend the guide with
a No. 328 adjuster, placing the No. 329
holder with its slot down over the back
end of the guide and over the rod to secure it firmly as shown in Figure A.
Brush Rod

M-1

The No. 86 thickness gauge may be used
for the purpose of checking this stud gap.
'!'he stud gap may also be checked visually
by forcing the inner spring outward with
an orange stick and noting the amount of
travel on the :inner spring before the
outer spring starts to move.

M-2

If the stud gap requires readjustment,
the multiple brush should be examined to
see that it is in accordance with the
figure accompanying requirement 2.6 on
Sheet l for the purpose of determining
what condition is•responsible for the
lack of stud gap. Unless the sleeve
springs are distorted, the adJustment
should be made by bending the outside
springs between the points indicated on
the drawing, using the No. 331 spring adjuster. Extreme care should be used in
making the necessary corrections. The
adjuster's efforts should be to ·restore
the spring to its original correct condi·
tion and not tp add additi~nal distortion.

1-A

1-A Guide
Holder

Brush i?yring Tension
Sheet l
Figure A

Method of Adjusting 1-A Guide
M-2

Should the guide rod appear bent so as
to cause the guide to bind in only one or
two points, straighten the guide rod at
these points.

(See Requirement 2,7 on

K-1

Multiple brush contact spring tension
should be measured at the point indicated
in the figure accompanying requirement 2~
on Sheet l. The No. 68 gram gauge may be
used in checking this tension.

M-2

Spring adjusting for tensioning should be
done with the R-55760 spring adjuster
close to the point where the spring leaves
the pileup clamping plates and insulators.

M-3

When making any adjustment of brush sp-ings,
care should be .taken to prevent any distortion or kinking of the springs, thereby affecting their relation with the, corresponding terminals.
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(See Requirement 2.8 on

•-1
11-2

all sprines will satisfactorily meet their
requirements.

Inspect for the brush projecting in trom
th• •dgf or t.Ja• terminal•· .on .the top,
bottom ancl reference terminal••

It t'aiiure to meet. this requirement

is

general ononit bank, it is an indication
.that the ba!)k iii out of.adjustment. Where
there arit.oltly i'ndlvidUal cases, a check
should be aade to see whether or not the
brush rod is be11t· in or out and, it' so,
the brush rod should be straightened. If,
bowev'er, the brush rod is straight and
this condition exists, the brush rod should
not be bent to correct it. It is sometimes
possible to correct the above conditions
by moving the brush rod bearings. The multiple brush itself should not be readjusttd to m•et this requirement but the multiple brUshes should be checked for requirements 2.10 and 2.11. It is satisfactory
it' in isolated cases a brush only approximately meets the requirement at the top or
bot.tom or the bank provided it. meets it at
the reference terminal and provtded a check
is made with ot.ber brushes to insure that
the failure to aieet the requirement is not
due to m18'-11gnment of the bank.

P!raUtU& ·P( Brwth Springs
2.9 on·Sbeet I )
·

•-1

Center the multiple brush as accurately
as possible in its horizontal position.
•~4

Securely tighten the multiple brush clamping screw.

Brush Rodt and Tip and Ring Sprincs of AlJ
BfUShesSee Requirement 2.11 on Sheet 2
M-1

To adjust for the vertical location of
sleeve springs or lower brushes on district finder and sender selector brush
rods and tip and ring springs of all brushes, proceed as follows:
1.

(See Requirement

Check to 1neure that the contacting sur•
tacee ot the aprings are not out of' parallel with the bank terminals more then
.005• for the tull width, or .0025• for
one-half the width or the shoe. To facilitate in checking this requirement, use
8hou,ld be made of tb• M-B lamp or a regular 110 volt extension lamp. Hold the
)amp ao that tbe_ Ugh't. shines upwar4 from
beneath the terminal. By looking down on
the terminal, theaiaount that the brush
illpringaay be out ot parallel with the
t•rminal can be easily discerned.

2.

T1P ·and Ri.ng Springs of Upper Brushes

The tip and ring springs of upper
brushes can usually be brought into
correct adjustment by shifting the
brush assembly inside the limits which
are set by the requirement for the
vertical location of the sleeve springs
(2.10). Ir the correct adjustment canJ:lot· be obtained by this method, shift
the individual spring at fault by
loosening one assembly screw with the
No. 206 or No. 207 offset screw-driver
and raising or lowering the spring
with the B-55760 spring adjuster until
there is at least .015• contact metal
of the spring showing above or below
the reference terminal. After this
adjustment tighten the assembly screw
securely and recheck the sleeve spring
adjustment providing the ring spring
has been shifted.
To adjust the s eeve springs
of lower brushes, shift the brush assembly as covered in paragraph 3.10.
An effort should be made to locate
the brush so that the tip and ring
springs as well as the sleeve spring
are in a<ijustment. If this cannot be
done, shift the individual spring at
fault as covered above.

Te> brlng the brush &pf"lngs within the limits specified for paraUel1sm1 adjust them
at a point in front or th~ rubber separators with the No. 331 spring adjuster.
Any dhtorted spring ihoul'" be .corrected
at this time.
·
·.·
3 •. 12,:A!P Stop Coll![ Lgcation {See Requirement
2.U on Sheet 2)
·
Caution Deviation trom parallel should be 3.13 C.ompensator t.octtion (See Requirement 2.13 on
kept as mall as poaaible.toptevent the
.. Ht.-2)
.
snagging or chattering of the brushes.
K•l If the clearance between the bottom of
·3.10 y9rtical "9cat1on ot Sllln• spr&ngs or Upper
the down atop collar and the bearing
:Br»•h op District fipdtr and Stpder Sel19tor
plate is not approximately 1/8• adjust
~uah Bods
See Requirement 2.10 on Sheet 2
the down stop ~ollar to ~eet requirement
2.12, loosen the down stop collar and
1-1 It the top cont.act edge or the spring is
compensator clamping screws with the No.
not at least .015• but not more than .035"
220 socket wrench and shift the collar
above th• top edge or the reference termiand compensator up or down, as required.
nal •.loosen the multiple brush clamping
Before securely tightening the clamping
acrew with the No. 220 socket wrench suffi·
screws see that the compensator tits down
olently to permit the adjustment to be
snugly upon the down stop collar.
made by tapping the shank of the socket
wrench up or down as required with the
3.14 yP §top Collar Location {See Requirement 2.14
spring adjuster. The frame of the b.rush
onSheet 2)
should not be tapped in making this adjustment as thiS will be likely to mar the finM·l If the.clearance between the up sto~ colish or distort some part of the brush aslar and the bearing plate {on the 22 and
sembly.
42 point distric~ rinder ). or tbe. inverted
1-A guide and the,bearing claiap screw on
••2 At this time, observe the setting or the
the 100 ~int SU)dei" selector is not at
tip and ring springs. As a rule it is
least 1/3~•. but not more than 1/16" propo11slble·to eet the sleeve spring so that
ceed as follows:
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M-2

M-3

the multiple brush clamping screw with
the No. 220 socket wrench and then
slide the brush off the lower end of
the rod. Separate the sleeve springs
of the brush enough to allow them to
pass by the guide rod. The brush rod
may then be lowered.

Sencier Selector Brush Rod If the adjustment is to be made on a sender selector
rod. the inverted 1-A guide will act as
an up stop collar. Slightly loosen the
guide clamping screws with the screw-driver per KS-2631 and slide the guide up or
down until there is at least 1/32" but not
more than 1/16" between the top edge of
the clamping portion of the guide and the
,;botto~. of the bearing clamp screw.
Vii th
the gu1de held so that it meets requirement 2.4. securely tighten the guide
clamping screws.
District Find,er »rush Rod If the adjustment is to be made on a 22 or 42 point
district finder rod, slightly loosen the
up stop collar clamping screws with the
No. 220 socket wrench and slide the collar up or down the rod until the clearance
between the top edge of the collar and
the bottom of the bearing plate is within
the limits specified in the requirement.
With the collar in this position securely
tighten the clamping screws."

S~l5

e

M-6

If the brush to be removed is on the
No. 1 bank of the sender selector or
is located on the upper part of the
district finder bank. raise the brush
1·od to its highest position. loosen the
brush clamping screw with the No. 220
socket wrench and the latch screws with
the 3-1/2" cabinet screw-driver. Remove the latch. Move the brush up on
the rod until the springs clear the
bank terminals and remove the brush
tipping the wiring end downward to facilitate this operation.

M-7

If the brush to be removed is on the
lower part of the district finder bank.
see that the brush occupies its lowest
position. Loosen the brush clamping
screw and remove the latch as covered
in M-6 above. Move the brush down on
the rod l.Jlltil the springs clear tne
bank t·erminals and remove the brush
tipping the contact end of the brush
down to facilitate this operation.

rushes

M-1

Run the brush rod up and down slowly and
note if any of the spring contacts catch
slightly on the terminals on any part of
the bank.

M-2

attempt should be made to correct chattering or snagging by adjustiug the springs
causing the trouble so that their contact
surfaces are as parallel as possible to
the contact surfaces of the bank terminals.
The R-55760 spring adjuster may be used
for this purpose.

M-3

If the brush still chatters or snags it
should be removed and replaced.

3.172

To Place a Multiple Brush

An

M-1

If the brush is to be placed on the
No. O bank of the sender selector,
loosen the brush clamping screw with
the No. 220 socket wrench. Raise the
rod so that the multiple brush may be
slipped up over the bottom end. Car·e
should be taken to see that the sleeve
springs are spread enough to permit
them to pass easily around the guide
rod. Locate the brush springs properly
on the bank and slide the brush up on
the rod to approximately its proper location as indicated by the mark previously placed on the rod. Tighten the
clamping sorew sufficiently to hold it
in plac~. Couple the rod and rack.

M-2

If the brush is to be placed on the
No. 1 bank of the sender selector or
is located on the upper part of the
district finder bank 0 loosen the brush
clamping screw and remove the latch.
Raise the brush rod to the top position. and set the brush in place by
pressing the brush springs down over
the top terminals. spreading the sleeve
springs so that they pass easily over
the sleeve terminals. Slide the brush
down on the rod to approximately its
correct location. Attach the latch
and tighten the clamping screw suffi- ·
ciently to hold it in place.

M-3

If the brush is to be placed on the
lower part of the district finder bank,
loosen the brush clamping screw and
remove the latch. With the brush rod
at its lowest position, set the brush
in place by pressing the brush springs
up over the bottom terminals. Slide
the brush up on the rod to approximately its correct location. Attach the
latch and tighten the clamping screw
sufficiently to hold it in its pla~e.

3.16 Final Inspectipn
M-1

After all adjustments have been made
check to make sute that all screws and
nuts are secw-ely tightened.

3.17 Multiple Brush Replacements
To Remove a Multiple Brush
M-1

The associated circuit of the brush to
be removed or placed. also the one on
each side of it, shall be made busy.
except where the brush to be changed is
on an end rod 0 in which ca~e only two
circuits shall be.made busy.

M-2

Cover the clutches on the side of the
frame being worked on with a piece of
canvas to protect against falling solder or screws.

M-3

Raise the brush rod until the brush to
be removed is approximately in the middle of the bank and mark the brush rod
as an aid in properly locating the new
brush.

M-4

Unsolder the wires at the brush terminals.

M-5

If the brush to be removed is on the
No. O bank of th6 sender selector. uncouple the rack and return it .to normal. Hold the brush and rod and loosen
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M-4 Solder the wires to the brush terminals. The proper colors can be ascertained by referring to a similar brush
on an adjacent rod.

M-5

Adjust the brush just placed in accor~
ance with the requirements and methods
specified herein.

Attached:
X-70302-01, Sheet l, Issue l
X-70302-01, Sheet 2, Issue l
X-70302-0l, Sheet 3, Issue l

BELL TELEPHONE LABORATORIES, INC.

WSF)zL
HWF)

DEPT. 332-B-4
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.001

Multiple :Bfush Contact Spring P£essyre is
that which it is necessary to overcome to
start a brush contact spring away from its
associated bank terminal when the gauge is
applied at a point on the spring approximately 1/4" from the end of the spring.
2.005

.002

The 1-A guide, which is mounted in an inverted position on the sender selector brush
rod, serves as an up-stop collar.

.003

Unless otherwise specified, the requirements
given on Sheets 1 and 2 are both test and readjust requirements.

• 004

Unless otherwise specified, where the test
requirement is the same as the readjust re-

quir~ent and where there is a maximum and a
minimum limit for the requirement, an effort
should be made in readjusting a brush rod to
work to the mean of the limits.

Unless otherwise specified, where a readjust
requirement specifies only one limit '(either
a maximum or a minimum limit) it is advisabl~
if possible, to readjust inside of the limit.

2.006

Requirements are given in the order in which
adjustments should be made by the Telephone
Company.

2.007

Gauges and methods are listed for the use of
the Telephone Company •

RE!;,UIREMENTS
Rack Coupling Pin

2.1

Back Topgue Position The rack tongue shal1 bave sufficient
tension to hold it against the rack coupling pin and shall ·
engage with the slot in the brush rod in such a manner as
to prevent any twisting motion in the rack being transmitted to the rod. There shall be a perceptible clearance be-·
tween the rack tongue and all sides of the slot in the
brush rod. Gauge by eye.

2.2

Rack Coupling Pip Engagement The rack coupling pin shall
be sufficiently free in the brush rod to allow the rod to
rest on the shoulder of the rack and to prevent any twisting motion of the rack being transmitted to the rod.
Gauge by eye.

2.3

Freedom of Movement of Brush Rod A brush rod equipped
with its associated compensator shall be suffic·iently free
in its bearings to return to normal due to its own weight
plus the weight of the rack when lowered slowly from any
po.sition on the bank with the pawl lifted.

2.4

1u
a
S der elect rs nl
Throughout the
length of travel of the sender selector rush rod, the
prongs of the 1-A guide may touch the front or rear of the
guide rod, but shall not bind at these points and the
closed side of the 1-A guide shall clear the guide rod reliably but the guide rod shall be wholly within the prongs
or the guide. Gauge by eye.

2.5

Brush Rod Bearipg G!P The bearing halves shall be placed
as closely together as possible without causing the brush
rod to bind and the gap between the bearing halves at
both rront and rear of the bearing shall not be more than
.005•. Gauge by eye.

2.6

Stud Gap With the brush centered on the reference terminsl
of the bank, the stud gap shall be:
Test
- At least .005"
Readiust - At least .008"
and there shall be perceptible stud gap at every other
terminal of the bank. Use the No. 86 gauge.

2.7

Brush Spring Tensiop With the brush centered on the reterence terminal of the bank the tension of each spring shall
be:
Test
- Min. 25 gs., max. 60 gs.
ReidJust - Min. 30 gs., max. 45 gs.
Use the No. 68 gauge.
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2.10

prush Intrusion The contacting surfaces of t~e springs
shall project in from· the end of the terminal not less
than half and not more than the fu.ll width of the shoe,
when the brush is on any terminal in the bank• The intrusion requirement shall be met at the top, bottom and middle of the bank. It will be satisfactory if this requirement is slightly exceeded at ths top or bottom of the bank
in isolated cases provided these cases are not due to any
general misalignment of the bank. Gauge by eye.
Parallelism of Brush Springs When the brush is on the
reference terminal, the contacting surfaces of the springs
shall be approximately parallel to. the contacting surfaces
of the terminal. Any diver_gence from this parallel condition shall not exceed .005" when the brush engages the
bank terminal the full width of the sh~e. If the brush engages the bank terminal les·s than the full width of the
shoe, the amount that the spring and terminal may be out
of parallel is proportional to the amoun\ of brush intrusion, being .0025" when the brush spring engages the terminal only one-half the width of the shoe. Gauge by eye.
eeve S r n s of U er Brush on District F nde a d Sender Sele tor Brush ods W th the index number "49" for the 100 point sender selector, number
"20• for the 42 point district finder or number "10" for
·the 22 point district finder showing just above the c+utch
sighting plate and with .the weight of the brush rod assembly on the pawl, the top edge of the contact portion of the
spring shall be at least .015• but not more than .035"
above the top edge of the term.inal. Gauge by eye.

2.11 yertioal Location of Sleeve Springs of Lower Brush on Dis.~
trict Finder apd Sender Selector Brush Rods.Aful Tip and
Ring Springs Qf All BfUShes The upper edge OfPthe contact
portion of the spring shall not be below the upper edge of
the terminal end.the lower edge of the contact portion of
the spring shall not be above the lower edge of the terminal when the rack is resting on the pawl for any position
on the bank. If the vertical spacing of the multiple bank
terminals is within requirements this requirement may be
checked as follows: With the pawl engaging the notch in
Collar
the rack corresponding to the reference terminal, the upper edge of the contact portion of the multiple brush
spring shall be above the top edge of the reference t.erm1Half
nal, and the lower edge of the contact portion of the multiple brush spring shall be below the bottom edge of the
reference terminal,
~
- At least .010" (1/2 width of terminal)
Readjust - At least .015" (3/4 width of terminal)
Gauge by eye.
2.12 Down Stop Collar Location With the index number "O" showing just above the clutch sighting plate and with the
weight of the brush rod assembly on the pawl, there shall
be a clearance between the bottom of the down stop collar
and the bearing of approximately 1/8". Gauge by eye.
2.13 Compensator Location
down stop collar.
2.14

The compensator shall rest on the

UP

Stop .Collar Location
and 42 o nt
strict Finders With the index number
"23" for the 22 po nt district finder or the index number
"43" for the 42 point distri.ot finder showing just above
the clutch sighting plate, and with the weight of the
brush rod assembly on the pawl, there shall be a clearance
of at least 1/32" but not more than 1/16" between the top
of the up stop collar and the bottom of the bearing plate,
100 Point Sender Selector With the index number 8 101"
showing just above.the clutch sighting plate, and with ~he
weight of the brush rod assembly on the pawl, there shall
be a clearance of at least 1/32" but not more than 1/16"
between the top of the up stop and the bearing clamp screw.
Gauge by eye.

~-:/l"'~;;;:::'llt::-;:Jl'---=-=..i..:::...::.._..:_~~~22

2,15 Snagging and Chattering of Multiple Brushes Brushes shall
not snag against terminals as the selector travels up or
down in normal operation. Brushes shall .run smoothly over
the terminals without chattering. They shall not ~1de off
the terminals.
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